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Abstract: Two main approaches on sampled control are compared, the descrete equivalent design and the direct
discrete design. Both design methods are used to implement a control system for a real plant, DC-motor. It
is shown that discrete equivalent design works well with sufficient high sampling rates and that direct discrete
design works nearly independent of sampling time.
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1 Introduction
There are mainly two approaches to sampled control [1]:
• discrete equivalent design (DED)
• direct discrete design (DDD)
In DED a continous time controller is calculated and afterwards approximated by an algorithm and sample and
hold blocks. In DDD a matching time discrete description of the plant is calculated. For this difference equation
a discete control algorithm is derived. Since in principle the DDD-method doesn’t work with approximations,
it is commonly known that this method works fine even for lower sampling rates, whereas the DED-method is
restricted to sampling rates about 10 times higher than the model dynamics. The DED-method works well and
is frequently used in industrial applications. The DDD-method is a more mathematical approach. It depends
highly on the qualitiy of the mathematical model of the plant and its time discrete representation. For further
information about the above described methods see [1]. The aim of this empirical study (setup see figure 1) is
to determine how these two methods work with a real plant, a DC-motor of low power, which is represented by
its linear approximation. In DED a PI-controller is used, whereas in DDD a state space controller in a structure
with two degrees of freedom and feed forward is applied.
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 2 Experimental setup
Figure 2 shows the control loop, consisting of plant (DC-motor), actuator (power electronics), sensor (tacho-
generator) and the controller, run on a PLC. The controlled variable is angular speed. For the plant a linear
second order model is used. The dynamics of the actuator and the sensor are omitted. Equations (1) and (2)
represent the plant combined with actuator and sensor. For further information in modelling a DC-Motor see
[2], [3], [4] .
ẋ = Ax+ buST + b1ML (1)






























Values for armature resistance RA, armature inductivity LA, mass moment of inertia J and KΨ can be
obtained from the datasheet. The motor is described by the two state variables angular speed ω and armature
current iA. The angular speed is to be controlled by armature voltage uST , therefore it is an input to the state
space differential equation. The second input is the momentum of load ML representing a disturbance. Friction
is not considered in this setup.
Figure 2: Setup of experiment
3 Discrete equivalent design
3.1 Overview
In discrete equivalent design the following steps must be performed [1]:
• a continuous time controller using time continous design techniques is derived
• a sampling rate lower then the dominant time constant of the continuous time closed loop system is
choosen
• the controller R(s) is discretized using an approximation of z = esT , wher T is sampling time
• the algorithm is implemented on a platform
Advantage of this technique is, that all empirical continous time design methods can be used, e.g. for developing
a PI-controller. Also, many PLCs come along with discrete PID algorithms, so the only task is to apply the
continuous time parameters of the controller. Disadvantage is that the controller only holds for sufficient small
sampling times.
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 3.2 Controller design
For continuous time controller design, plant dynamics are approximated by a PT1-transfer function (see [2],
[4]), including proportionalities for actuator and sensor. A PI-controller was calculated for nearly overdamped












2 + 1.855 s+ 1
(4)







and is described by the discrete transfer function






4 Direct discrete design
4.1 Overview
For the DDD-method the following steps were performed [1]:
• describe the system by a sufficiently matching linear state space model
• calculate the solution of the continuous state space model for constant inputs (if zero order holds are used)
• take the solution at sample times and get the time discrete state space model
• use the discrete state space model to derive a discrete state space controller
If both, the continous time model and the solution of the differential equation are exact, the discrete time model
is also exact. Therefore there is no limitation on the sample time.
4.2 Controller design
For the experiment, the linear state space repesentation of the plant (see equation (1)) is used and friction is
omitted. It’s time discrete representation is obtained by solving the continous time equation for constant inputs
and taking the soloution at multiples of sampling times. This leads to a discrete time state space model













In DDD a state space controller approach was used. The structure of the control system is two degrees of
freedom [5] and consists of an observer [6] feedback and feed forward parts for disturbance and referece input.
Figure 3 shows the resulting control structure. The control law consists of the following parts: State feedback





(I − F )−1g
]−1
Sx = (I − F )−1Su
(11)
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(I − F )−1g1
M = (I − F )−1(gL+ g1)
(12)
Since neither armature current for state feedback nor momentum of load for disturbance feed forward are
mesured, an observer is implemented. The observer uses an extended model given by equation (13), for more
information on disturbances on DC-motors see [8]. The extended model is observable, since the reduced model is
observable and the disturbance model‘s eigenvalue differs from the eigenvalues of the DC-motor model. Since a



















This model will only work for constant disturbances, which were assumed. Observer and feedback gain are
choosen not to move the eigenvalues too far, because the control voltage is limited.
Figure 3: Control law DDD-method
5 Results
5.1 PI controller, DED
In an experimental setup the derived controller was implemented and tested with the real plant. Figure 4 shows
the step responses of the system controlled with the PI-controller.
Figure 4: Step response, PI-controller, DED
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 As expected it works fine for sufficient high sampling rates, as sampletime grows the controlled system tends
to undemped behaviour. In this setup, a sample time greater than 40 msec leads to instable behaviour, figure
5.
Figure 5: DED, instability due to sample time
5.2 State space controller, DDD
The control algorithm was implented on a PLC and run with the real plant. As Figure 6 shows, the step response
converges to its setpoint even for higer sampling rates. So, for the DC-motor, the error caused by omitting
nonlinearities and friction proves to be sufficient small. Figure 7 shows the actuation variable (voltage of the
poweramplifier). For very small samplingtimes, a distinct overshoot can be seen. This overshoot diminishes,
when samplingtime increases.
Figure 6: Step response state space controller, DDD
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Figure 7: Control voltage generated by DDD controller
Figure 8 shows the difference between an observer and the extended observer. Since friction was omitted
in the model, a basic observer calculates the angular speed as too high. An extended observer incorporating a
disturbance model on the other hand is capable of compensating the model error caused by friction.
Figure 8: Observing error at angular speed of 20.9 1/sec, DDD
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 5.3 Comparision of DED and DDD-method
As seen in figure 9, the DDD controller leads the controlled variable faster to its setpoint than the DED
controller. This difference in settime is due to differences in polplacement. Figure 10 shows that the state space
controller needs more armature voltage. This effect is lessend, when one uses lower sampling rates, as illustrated
in figure 7.
Figure 9: Step response DED controller and DDD controller at a sample time of 1 msec
Figure 10: control voltage generated by DED controller and DDD controller at a sample time of 1 msec
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 6 Conclusion
In an experimental setup, two different techniques of discrete controller design were tested and compared.
The discrete equivalent design technique, well known in various industrial applications, works sufficient for
high enough sampling rates. Tending towards lower sampling rates the control loop shows increasing undempt
behaviour up to the point of instability. For direct discrete controller design, the engineering costs are higher.
A sufficiently matching discrete state space model must be calculated, which is difficult for many real world
applications. Afterwards, when using a state space controller, an extended observer and disturbance feed forward
is needed. The experiments showed, that the usual linear approximation of the DC-motor without friction is a
sufficiently exact model. Although the DDD controller requires substantial additional effort in the design phase,
it allows good controller behaviour at reduced sampling frequencies compared to the DED controller.
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